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For conservative writers like myself, who are constantly being censored, monitored,
or banned for days, and even weeks at a time by companies like Facebook, Twitter,
and Google, we’ve known for years that social media was not just left-leaning, but
absurdly left-leaning. In the story below, a bombshell report by SourceFed reveals
what they’re calling “the biggest story they’ve ever reported.” SourceFed says that
Google is manipulating search results to bury negative stories about Hillary Clinton.
I remember not that long ago when I was posting stories about Facebook
manipulating future elections, and I heard what I always do: “That’s never going to
happen. That’s pure conspiracy crap. You people are dangerous.”
ONCE AGAIN… THE “CONSPIRACY THEORISTS” ARE SPOT ON…
Personally, I am terrified for the future that lies ahead. Over and over, history has
taught us how this story ends. Either you see what’s happening, or you don’t. If you

don’t, I fear there’s nothing I nor anyone else can say or do to show it to you at this
point. With stories like the one below from SourceFed, it should be abundantly clear
to ANYONE, that the forces that oppose liberty and embrace tyranny, will stop at
nothing until we the people are under their thumb completely and absolutely.

Object 1

Before the story from SourceFed is a powerful video that says more than I could ever
hope to. The following are just some of the words conveyed by Sergeant Dire:
“Patriots, at this crucial point in our nations history, information and knowledge

are key, they mean the difference between retaining or losing this republic … Our
Founders believed in the potential of this country so greatly, that they gave their
lives, and some of them even watched as their children were slaughtered on the
battlefield, and others lost everything, and died penniless. They endured greater
pains than you or I could ever even fathom, simply so their children and
grandchildren could prosper without the wolf of tyranny knocking at their door.
MY COUNTRYMEN… MY BROTHERS… THAT WOLF IS NOW AT OUR DOOR…

That evil which they warned us about has come upon us like a thief in the night. it
has crept slowly inito our lives, and is preparing for its final blow. We have NOT
heeded the words of our Forefathers, and for that we may have to pay dearly to
regain our republic…
I’m am sorry, but there is a great chance that our republic can no longer be saved
through political means… They have all but extinguished our chances of
diplomatic resolve…

James Madison, Father of the Constitution said, “The ultimate authority resides in
the people, and that if the federal government go too powerful and overstepped its
authority, then the people would develop plans of resistance and resort to
arms.” (James Madison, The Federalist Papers, No. 46.)

234 years ago our Forefathers KNEW this could happen, and they spoke openly
about it so that it wouldn’t. NOW, the mainstream media portrays you as some
crazy, redneck, racist if you echo the thoughts of the great men who created this
nation…
These truly are frightening times we are living in, as both videos, the story, and the
supporting links below will demonstrate to anyone willing to objectively look. I fear
time may be running out if we don’t stop the madness soon… As you'll learn in the
video below, while researching for a wrap-up on the June 7 Presidential Primaries,
SourceFed discovered evidence that Google may be manipulating autocomplete
recommendations in favor of Hillary Clinton. If true, this would mean that Google
Searches aren’t objectively reflecting what the majority of Internet searches are
actually looking for, possibly violating Google’s algorithm. According to a research
paper cited in this video, that kind of search result manipulation has the potential to
substantially influence the outcome of actual elections.

AllenBWest.com Reports:
Liberals have long controlled the education system, media and various other aspects
of our culture. It was recently uncovered that Facebook was censoring conservative
stories from appearing on its list of trending stories.
Well, apparently Facebook’s not the only one accused of censoring the internet. A
few weeks ago on HBO’s hit show “Silicon Valley,” Hooli’s (a company in the show
parodying Google) CEO is discovered to have been scrubbing Web searches to hide
negative stories about himself.
As it turns out, the satirical show wasn’t far off from reality.

A bombshell report by SourceFed that they’re calling “the biggest story we’ve ever
reported” reveals Google is manipulating search results to bury negative stories
about Hillary Clinton.
The Washington Times writes:
When typing “Hillary Clinton cri,” Google’s auto-complete function brings up
as its top choice “Hillary Clinton crime reform,” even though competing
search engines Bing and Yahoo show the most popular search topics are
“Hillary Clinton criminal charges” and “Hillary Clinton crime.”
While that could reflect legitimate differences in the engines’ algorithms, Mr.
Lieberman said that a search of “Hillary Clinton crime reform” on Google
trends showed that “there weren’t even enough searches of term to build a
graph on the site.”
“Which begs the question, why on Earth is it the first potential result?” he

said, adding, “Apparently far more people are searching for ‘Hillary Clinton
crimes’ than ‘Hillary Clinton crime reform.’ Google just doesn’t want you to
know or ask.”
SourceFed found a similar result when typing in, “Hillary Clinton ind,” which
yielded “Hillary Clinton Indiana” and “Hillary Clinton India” on Google, but
“Hillary Clinton indictment” on the other search engines.
“The intention is clear. Google is burying potential searches for terms that

could have hurt Hillary Clinton in the primary elections over the past several
months by manipulating recommendations on their site,” Mr. Lieberman said.
This report comes just days after Wikileaks founder Julian Assange publicly stated
that Google is “directly engaged in Hillary’s campaign.”
More specifically, Breitbart reports that Assange claimed:
The chairman of Google, Eric Schmidt, set up a company to run the digital
component of Hillary Clinton’s campaign.” Eric Schmidt did in fact create a
company in the last quarter of 2015 called The Groundwork whose website is
empty except for a single placeholder logo. Breitbart has previously reported
on The Groundwork and how it was reportedly developed to install Clinton in
the Oval Office. However, whether or not Google itself is a part of Schmidts’
involvement in The Groundwork remains unclear to the public.

Assange pointed out that many high up Google employee names appear
within Clinton’s leaked email transcripts, a searchable list of which Assange
has compiled here. A name that appears with regularity is that of Jared Cohen,
the founder of ‘Google Ideas’ – now rebranded as ‘Jigsaw’. Cohen’s team at
Google was revealed to be working with Clinton alongside Al Jazeera in
attempts to influence regime change in Syria following the publishing of
Clinton’s emails by Wikileaks.
PROTECT YOUR FAMILY BEFORE THE CRASH!
STOCK UP ON FOOD SUPPLIES WHILE THERE IS STILL TIME!
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